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Booster Doses are Extremely Dangerous and They
Will Make Everything Worse
Additional vaccinations will drive infections up, not down.

eugyppius

Everybody is vaccinated in Gibraltar; since October, increasingly large numbers of people are
triple vaccinated there.

Here’s what their booster campaign looks like:

As if on cue, infections in Gibraltar skyrocketed directly a�erwards:
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This isn’t a seasonal or a regional e�ect. Neighbouring countries, where the booster campaign
has yet to begin (Morocco) or kick into high gear (Portugal, Spain), see a slight upward,
seasonal trend—nothing like the Gibraltar spike.
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When Israel rolled out boosters in August, they also saw spikes in infections and deaths. It is
the same phenomenon we observed a�er dose 1. Only the second dose does not enhance
infections, presumably because it is administered in the protective shadow of the �rst one. As
with everything involving this virus and our vaccines, there are probably multiple causes at
work here. For about ten days following vaccination, the vaccinated are more susceptible to
infection, and a subset of them probably become minimally symptomatic super-spreaders.

Millions of people across Europe and North America will become eligible for Dose 3 at the
very height of coronavirus season, in December and January. Uptake will be highest among
medical professionals and nursing home personnel. There is the potential for real catastrophe
here. While the vaccines don’t work as advertised, they are powerful pharmaceutical products
and they have strange, unexpected e�ects — not only on the bodies of people who take them,
but also on the dynamics of transmission and infection. Deranged medical bureaucrats, who
refuse to abandon their dreams of controlling a highly contagious seasonal respiratory virus,
have whole populations popping these things like aspirin. They could very well succeed in
making Corona into the unprecedented public health disaster that the virus itself never quite
was.

UPDATE: Always-sharp commenter someothercat points to this further proof: Infection
peaks in Gibraltar are cascading from the oldest age groups to the youngest, following the
order in which they were boosted.
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Simon 
@stevin2021

@orwell2022 @MConceptions What are the chances that the dates of the 
day with highest daily cases for each boosted age group in Gibraltar 
follow a perfect chronological order? Those vaccinated first peaked first 
and so on.
Isn't that proof that the booster are causing the current 🌊? 

November 14th 2021

11 Retweets 18 Likes

Similarly close correlations plagued Dose 1. As @kingotnik discovered in May, infections in
Germany were always around 2–7% of vaccine doses administered 17 days prior. The e�ect
disappeared only with improving spring weather.
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Subscribe to eugyppius: a plague chronicle
By eugyppius  ·  Tens of thousands of subscribers

We are witnessing an unprecedented, comprehensive failure of policy, medicine
and science. The world will never be the same.

Type your email… Subscribe
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Delcina Skrubbs Writes Delcina’s Newsletter · Nov 17

As a physician in the USA with a coagulopathy (a genetic clotting disorder called Factor V Leiden) I
went to my Hospital Medical Board and requested an exemption from being "Jabbed". In my life I
have already had 5 DVT's (Deep Vein Thromboses) requiring being 'Anti-Coagulated' with blood
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thinners for 6 months each. 2 of the Clots broke loose and I had PEs (Pulmonary Emboli) which
can block the blood supply from reaching the Lungs from the Heart.

"NO OXYGEN, NO LIFE".

My Medical Board found I had a valid exemption, due to the Venous Coagulopathy Associated with
each of the Vaxx's. The Hospital Administration overrode that decision, stating, in part, that there
was also a Clotting Disorder associated with SARS CoV-2 infection, itself, and the exemption
would set an "unacceptable precedent" for an Attending Physician to be granted an exemption
being denied to the 'general community'.

Forced with a choice of a "Leave Without Salary & denial of Unemployment Insurance" I have
resigned my position and am in the process of opening a "Solo" Practice of my own.

The difficulty is that I've lost the ability to admit and manage my patients in any Hospital Accepting
Medicare Monies. With no admitting privileges, Medicare reduces my reimbursement, (and
eventually all private insurance), will be reduced by 10%. This is essentially my profit margin after
covering 'Overhead & Associated Fees'.

There are now 1,200 patients with Parkinson's disease & related Movement Disorders without a
specialist to manage their condition.

This is "mise en abyme" of the entire predicament created by this Administration. For the illusion
of the "Health of the Public", patients cannot be exposed to my Un-Vaxx'd person... Even though for
the last 18 months they were glad to be treated by me. So more than 1,000 severely afflicted
individuals are left without adequate, specialized care.

Hopefully a day will come where the insanity of this moment is looked back on and be seen for
what it is: "CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY" as the Rome Declaration clearly stated.

Eugyppius, Thank you for providing such clarity, moral dignity and a platform for sensible human
beings to feel they are not lone voices screaming in this imposed Political Wilderness. --EJD
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Graham Stull Nov 17 Liked by eugyppius

We need to get you on a plane, to Austin Texas, so that you can have a nice, three-hour long chat
with Joe Rogan. I'm serious. You need to talk to Rogan.
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